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QUESTION 1

Which of the following statements are true when backing up a Microsoft Exchange 2016 server with Veeam Backup and
Replication? (Choose two.) 

A. The Microsoft VSS is unable to quiesce/ freeze Microsoft Exchange for more than 20 seconds 

B. It is important to utilize native hypervisor quiescence instead of Microsoft VSS 

C. The Microsoft Exchange VSS Writer will need to be manually installed, otherwise the backup will not be in a
consistent state. This can result in data loss during restores 

D. If Microsoft Exchange has to be kept frozen for more than 20 seconds, the Veeam VSS writer holds the freeze
operation for the necessary amount of time 

Correct Answer: AD 

Reference https://helpcenter.veeam.com/docs/backup/vsphere/persistent_snapshots.html?ver=95 

 

QUESTION 2

A company has replicated their critical application VMs to a second data center in another region. Their key application
includes two database VMs and three application VMs. For proper operation, the database VMs need to start before the
application VMs. What needs to be configured in Veeam to prepare for a disaster recovery situation? 

A. Use a failover plan 

B. Use a planned failover 

C. Use Instant VM Recovery 

D. Use on-click failover 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.veeam.com/virtual-machine-backup-solution-free.html 

The course guide veeam say"a presente scenario for one click failover for a group of independent vms, you can set
ORDER for the vm in the plan, and the delay intervals to make sure that some vms are already running at the moment
to the dependent vms start" 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator needs to configure a backup job that dynamically adds new VMware hosted SQL servers. How can this
be accomplished? 

A. Create a dynamic backup job in Enterprise Manager. 

B. Create a job based on vSphere tags. 

C. Create a CSV file that is scanned before the backup job starts. 
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D. Enable application aware processing. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following best describes VMware Tools quiescence? 

A. Optimizing the data size of the VM backup files 

B. Quiescing the VM but no application-specific actions will be performed 

C. Creating a file index for the VM guest OS during backup 

D. Truncating the application logs upon successful backup 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements are true when deploying VMware backup proxy server? Choose three options. 

A. A managed Microsoft Windows server can be used as a backup proxy. 

B. The maximum number of concurrent tasks can be configured. 

C. The vPower NFS root folder location can be configured. 

D. A managed Linux server can be used as a backup proxy. 

E. Connected datastores can be configured. 

Correct Answer: ABC 
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